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Abstract: This paper focuses on obtaining fundamental data for optimizing the design of intelligent
equipment for cutting natural rubber and its key components. It uses natural rubber bark as the
research subject and employs specific experimental apparatus to measure the physical properties and
contact coefficients of the rubber bark. The discrete element method, along with the Hertz–Mindlin
model featuring bonding contacts, are employed to create a discrete element model of natural rubber
bark. Parameters are calibrated, and model validation is performed. Subsequently, a one-factor
simulation test is conducted to assess various cutting angles of the rubber cutter knife. A secondary
Fourier fitting is applied to fit the curve to the average shear force values obtained from the simulation.
The results indicate that the lowest average shear force, at 84.345 N, occurs within the range of cutting
angles between 25◦ and 30◦. The corresponding optimal cutting angle is 29.294◦, suggesting that
cutting with low resistance can be achieved at this angle, leading to reduced power consumption.
Following a statistical analysis of field rubber-cutting tests conducted in a forest setting, it was found
that the average power consumption for rubber-cutting operations under the optimal cutting angle is
0.96 W·h. Additionally, the volume of rubber discharged in the initial 5 min period is 6.53 mL. These
findings hold significant importance for guiding the optimization and enhancement of the design of
intelligent equipment for cutting natural rubber and its key components.

Keywords: natural rubber; discrete element method; rubber cutting blades; cutting angle;
optimized design

1. Introduction

Natural rubber holds a significant role as a strategic and industrial material globally.
It plays a crucial part in a country’s economic growth, finding extensive applications in
industry, agriculture, national defense, transportation, machinery manufacturing, medicine,
healthcare, and daily life. The demand for natural rubber continues to increase annu-
ally [1–3]. Currently, natural rubber is primarily obtained through the semi-spiral ring
cutting of natural rubber bark. Rubber cutting stands as a central aspect of natural rubber
production, involving the utilization of a rubber cutter to remove the outer epidermis of
the natural rubber tree trunk. This action allows for the penetration of milk ducts, resulting
in the extraction of natural rubber properties [4,5]. Despite being a primary focus of the
outer bark of the natural rubber tree trunk, there remains a lack of research concerning
the physical and mechanical attributes of natural rubber bark. This deficiency hinders
the availability of fundamental data and theoretical foundation required for simulating
and analyzing the rubber cutting process. As a result, the capability to accurately model
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real-world rubber cutting operations is impeded. Consequently, this shortfall impacts the
advancement of research and development related to intelligent natural rubber cutting
equipment and the optimization of key component designs.

The discrete element method (DEM) is currently gaining prominence as a practi-
cal and promising numerical computation approach. Its capability to capture real-time
trajectories and mechanical behaviors of agricultural materials, facilitating in-depth explo-
ration of material–machinery interactions, is instrumental in guiding optimal machinery
design. Consequently, DEM is finding increased application in agricultural machinery
research [6–10]. However, it is imperative to input accurate material physical and con-
tact parameters when constructing a discrete element model. This ensures the faithful
replication of material characteristics and alignment with real-world machinery operating
conditions. Within the domain of agricultural engineering, scholars worldwide have ex-
tensively utilized the discrete element method to calibrate parameters, assess mechanical
properties, and examine operational mechanisms of soil, crops, and agricultural imple-
ments. For instance, Shi et al. [11] utilized stacking angle tests to measure the range of
contact parameters for falling dates. Employing EDEM software, they simulated stacking
angles for falling dates and, through steep rise and central composite design tests, extracted
specific simulation parameter values from the established ranges. Dai et al. [12] employed
3D scanning to construct a discrete element model of a lily bulb. They calibrated the
contact parameters between the lily bulb and Q235 steel through bench and simulation
tests. Subsequently, they established an effective parameter relative error regression model
and optimized a response surface to calibrate the lily bulb’s discrete element contact param-
eters. Horabik et al. [13] calibrated discrete element parameters for wheat in the context
of modeling grain storage systems. They analyzed the influence of material parameters
on the accuracy of DEM modeling in bulk wheat compaction and unloading, observing
strong alignment between experimental data and calibrated parameter DEM simulations.
Dai et al. [14] investigated the dynamic stacking and structure of sand piles through DEM
simulations, focusing on the impact of sliding, rolling friction, and particle size distribution
on structural properties (stacking density and angle of repose). Fang et al. [15] calibrated
friction coefficients for a mixture of corn stover particles via the Plackett–Burman design
and response surface methodology. Liu et al. [16] explored the impact of seed size and
shape on seed flow characteristics within a planter featuring a seed tray metering device.
Their findings highlighted a pronounced effect on seed flow rate and uniformity. Wang
et al. [17] employed EDEM to simulate seed dropping via a curved seed delivery tube in a
pneumatic seeder, showcasing improved seeding accuracy. Chen et al. [18] developed a
DEM model for predicting corn kernel impact breakage, demonstrating a root-mean-square
deviation of merely 0.05 between simulated and experimental averages at a specific time
point. This model accurately predicted the corn kernel impact breakage rate across varying
sample sizes and durations. Kim et al. [19] devised a comprehensive soil–tool–farming ma-
chine coupling model based on DEM–MBD coupling, yielding highly accurate predictions
of traction force during cultivation across different tillage depths. Notably, their predictions
of travel speed, traction force, and pullout force surpassed those of the ASABE standard
D497.4 method [20] by 11–32%. Foldager et al. [21] introduced a discrete element method
for simulating indirect tensile strength tests on soil aggregates. Azimi-Nejadian et al. [22]
leveraged the discrete element method to simulate, analyze, and optimize plough plate
design parameters (chip angle, shear angle, curvature parameter). Through field tests, they
validated the optimal parameter combinations as chip angle 32.3◦, shear angle 47.8◦, and
curvature parameter 28.2, thereby affirming its practical reliability. The utilization of the
discrete element method by these experts in diverse equipment optimization and analysis
scenarios establishes a theoretical foundation for the optimization of the cutting angle
of the rubber knife in this paper. From a mechanical perspective, cutting natural rubber
trees involves the application of controlled forces that encompass deformation resistance,
separation resistance, and frictional resistance. In the course of the cutting process, both
the tree bark and the blade tip experience substantial impact loads and the possibility
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of regenerative chatter, as indicated in reference [23]. Impact force is contingent upon
various factors, including relative velocity, the material properties of the blade, physical
and mechanical characteristics of the wood, as well as the cutting position and angle, as
discussed in reference [24]. The fluctuation in impact force during collisions is intricate, and
adverse vibrations arise when the acceleration of the blade tip exceeds a certain threshold.
Such occurrences may result in wood chip fractures and irregularities, ultimately impact-
ing cutting stability. Cutting stability refers to the blade’s capability to achieve uniform
cutting without excessive chatter or oscillation, leading to the formation of a continuous
and uniform chip, as noted in references [25,26]. In wood cutting, it is typically imperative
to manage impact acceleration within an acceptable range. Currently, there are no available
references to pertinent research regarding the cutting direction of rubber cutters, and a
deficiency exists in the study of optimizing the cutting angle for rubber knives.

This paper focuses on determining the physical properties (density, Poisson’s ratio, and
modulus of elasticity) and contact properties (collision recovery coefficient and coefficient
of friction) of natural rubber bark. Additionally, it establishes a discrete element model of
natural rubber bark using the Hertz–Mindlin model with bonding contact. The model’s
parameters are calibrated and subsequently verified. To conduct a one-factor simulation test
with varying cutting angles for the rubber cutter, we employ quadratic Fourier fitting. This
method allows us to derive a mathematical relationship between the cutting angle and the
average shear force value. By fitting the average shear force values obtained from different
cutting angles during simulation, we determine the optimal cutting angle for efficient
low-resistance rubber cutting. This optimization reduces equipment power consumption
and advances research and development in intelligent rubber-cutting equipment for natural
rubber, as well as the optimization of key components.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Determination of Physical and Mechanical Properties of Natural Rubber Bark

This study conducts a field investigation in a natural rubber plantation in Hainan
Province to assess the physical and mechanical properties of natural rubber bark and other
essential research parameters. The aim is to provide data for optimizing the design of key
components in the natural rubber intelligent rubber-cutting machine. Specifically, the study
focuses on the “Thermal Research 7-33-97” variety of natural rubber found in the forest of
Hainan University Danzhou Campus.

The bark of the natural rubber tree comprises several layers, including rough bark,
outer and inner layers of sand bark, yellow bark, water bladder bark, and the formation
layer. However, for efficient rubber production, it is only necessary to cut from the rough
bark to the yellow bark layer of the natural rubber tree. Consequently, the test samples
of natural rubber bark collected in this study (referred to hereinafter as “natural rubber
bark”) mainly encompass the rough bark, sand bark, and yellow bark layers. Notably, the
sand bark layer constitutes over 80% of the total bark thickness. The physical and mechan-
ical parameters under examination primarily encompass density, Poisson’s ratio, modu-
lus of elasticity, shear modulus, collision recovery coefficient, coefficient of friction, and
more (Figure 1).
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2.1.1. Determination of the Density of Natural Rubber Bark

Density is defined as the mass of an object per unit volume. Density plays a crucial role
in designing agricultural machinery and analyzing agricultural products. Various methods
are employed for measuring density, such as the immersion method, gas displacement
method, and density gradient tube method. To closely resemble the real-world conditions
of rubber cutter shavings, we acquired natural rubber bark through standard rubber tree
cutting procedures. Notably, the dry rubber on the sample’s surface was left incompletely
cleaned. Given the strong water resistance of dried rubber, we determined the density of
rubber bark in this section using the soaking method.

In the natural rubber forest, we randomly selected 10 natural rubber trees and obtained
a specific mass of natural rubber bark, which was then transported to the laboratory. We
removed only the dry rubber present as a mass on the bark’s surface (see Figure 2). The
water content was measured at 63.7%, and the bark exhibited minimal water absorption,
essentially negligible. Under room temperature conditions, the processed natural rubber
bark is initially weighed using an electronic scale (I2000 type, accuracy of 0.1 g) (see
Figure 3a) to determine its mass. Subsequently, it is submerged in a measuring cylinder
filled with a specific volume of water, and the volume of the rubber bark is determined by
observing changes in the water level (see Figure 3b). The density of natural rubber bark is
calculated as follows:

ρ =
mi
Vi

(1)

where
ρ—density of natural rubber bark (g·cm−3);
mi—mass of natural rubber bark (g);
Vi—volume of water drained from the natural rubber bark (cm3).
We repeated the above measurement steps for a total of 10 groups and calculated the

average value; the results obtained are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Measurements of natural rubber bark density.

Serial Number mi/g Vi/cm3 ρ/g·cm−3

1 4.2 3.1 1.35
2 4.6 3.6 1.28
3 5.2 4.2 1.24
4 5.6 4.6 1.22
5 6.1 5.2 1.17
6 7.2 6.2 1.16
7 7.5 6.4 1.28
8 8.2 7 1.29
9 8.7 7.5 1.16
10 9.0 7.9 1.14

Average value 1.23
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2.1.2. Determination of Poisson’s Ratio of Natural Rubber Bark

Poisson’s ratio, also known as the transverse deformation coefficient, represents the
ratio of transverse positive strain to axial positive strain experienced by a material under
unidirectional tension or compression.

Eight samples were taken from randomly selected rubber barks of a 10 mm × 10 mm
× 10 mm specification size from natural rubber forests (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Sample for determination of Poisson’s ratio of natural rubber bark.

We measured the width and length of natural rubber bark before compression using
electronic digital calipers (accuracy: 0.1 mm). Subsequently, a compression test was con-
ducted on the rubber bark employing an electronic universal testing machine (Instron 3369,
50 kN, accuracy: 0.00001 N) following the GB/T 1939–2009 Standard [27] for Compression
Resistance Testing of Wood’s Cross Grain (see Figure 5). The loading speed was set to
5 mm/min (see Figures 4 and 5).
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We measured the axial deformation of the compressed natural rubber bark using an
electronic universal testing machine, and the lateral deformation was obtained using an
electronic digital caliper. Subsequently, we calculated the Poisson’s ratio of the rubber bark
as follows:

µ =

∣∣∣∣∣ δi
δj

∣∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣Wi −W ′i

Lj − L′j

∣∣∣∣∣ (2)

where
µ—Poisson’s ratio of natural rubber bark;
δi—Transverse deformation of natural rubber bark (mm);
δj—Axial deformation of natural rubber bark (mm);
Wi—Transverse dimension of natural rubber bark before compression (mm);
W ′i —Transverse dimension of natural rubber bark after compression (mm);
Lj—Axial dimension of natural rubber bark before compression (mm);
L′j—Axial dimensions of natural rubber bark after compression (mm).
We repeated the above test steps 16 times, for a total of 16 groups of test results, and

took the average value to find the natural rubber bark’s Poisson ratio µ = 0.379.

2.1.3. Determination of the Modulus of Elasticity of Natural Rubber Bark

The modulus of elasticity represents the direct relationship between stress and strain
during the elastic deformation phase of a material, and its proportional coefficient is
referred to as the modulus of elasticity. Measuring the modulus of elasticity of natural
rubber bark provides insights into its resistance to elastic deformation.

Eight rubber bark samples were randomly collected from individual natural rubber
trees and then trimmed to 10 mm × 10 mm × 10 mm dimensions, as illustrated in Figure 6.
Electronic digital calipers were used for precise measurements of the thickness and width of
the rubber bark before compression, enabling the determination of its cross-sectional area.
Subsequently, each sample was positioned on the electronic universal testing machine’s
test platform. A 50 mm diameter circular indenter applied load to the rubber bark, with a
loading speed of 5 mm/min and a loading distance of 8 mm, as depicted in Figure 7. The
resulting displacement-load data were recorded. The change in thickness of the rubber
bark due to the applied load was determined by subtracting the displacement value at the
maximum load point during the elastic deformation stage from the initial displacement
value recorded in the displacement-load data. The modulus of elasticity of the natural
rubber bark was calculated using the formula:

E =
Fi × Li

Si × ∆L
(3)

where E—modulus of elasticity of natural rubber bark (MPa);
Fi—the maximum bearing force of the natural rubber bark at the stage of elastic

deformation (N);
Li—initial thickness of natural rubber bark (mm);
Si—cross-sectional area of natural rubber bark (mm2);
∆L—The difference in thickness of the natural rubber bark before and after the appli-

cation of the load (mm).
The shear modulus of natural rubber bark can be obtained from the Poisson ratio and

elastic modulus obtained from the above test, calculated as:

G =
E

2(1 + µ)
(4)

where G—Natural rubber bark shear modulus (Mpa).
The above test steps were repeated 8 times and averaged and the results obtained are

shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Measurements of the modulus of elasticity of natural rubber bark.

Serial Number Maximum
Capacity Fi/N

Initial
Thickness

Li/mm

Cross-
Sectional Area

Si/mm2

Thickness
Difference

∆L/mm

Modulus of
Elasticity

E/Mpa

Shear
Modulus
G/Mpa

1 367.26 10.36 123.47 1.90 16.19 5.87
2 432.73 9.64 130.54 1.80 17.72 6.43
3 412.37 10.43 131.99 1.92 16.97 6.15
4 431.51 10.94 124.10 2.32 16.42 5.95
5 435.38 10.26 122.13 1.80 20.32 7.37
6 405.14 11.00 110.97 2.53 15.85 5.75
7 412.16 10.12 103.22 1.87 21.65 7.85
8 358.29 10.80 109.29 1.81 19.58 7.10

Average value 18.09 6.56
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2.1.4. Calibration of Crash Recovery Coefficient of Natural Rubber Bark

The collision recovery coefficient assesses a material’s capacity to restore its initial
state after a collision, being solely tied to the material’s properties. It is defined as the ratio
of the measured relative separation speed in the normal direction following a collision to
the relative approach speed in the normal direction prior to the collision.

During testing, the small size of the natural rubber bark drop sample necessitates
neglecting air resistance. The sample falls under the sole influence of gravity, and its
relative approach velocity in the normal direction before colliding with the target material
is determined by the kinetic energy theorem.

v =
√

2gH (5)

where
v—Normal relative approach velocity before collision (m/s);
g—Gravity acceleration (m/s2);
H—Height of the rubber tree drop sample before the collision occurred (mm).
The normal relative separation velocity of the natural rubber tree bark drop sample

after the collision with the collided material is

v′ =
√

2gH′ (6)

where
v′—Normal relative separation velocity after collision (m/s);
H′—Maximum rebound height of a falling sample of natural rubber bark after a

collision (mm).
Based on the previous definition of the collision recovery coefficient, the formula for

the collision recovery coefficient can be obtained as

e =
|v′|
|v| =

√
H′

H
(7)

Consequently, in the course of the test, measurements were limited to the drop height
and the maximum rebound height of the natural rubber bark drop sample. The experimen-
tal setup is depicted in Figure 8. This paper primarily focuses on determining the impact
recovery coefficients between natural rubber bark and 3Cr13 steel, as well as between
natural rubber bark and other natural rubber bark samples.

Natural rubber bark samples used in this test were derived from ten randomly se-
lected normal-growth rubber trees in rubber forests. These samples were subsequently
transported to the laboratory and further reduced to 5 mm × 5 mm × 5 mm dimensions
for the drop test, as illustrated in Figure 9a. To ensure accurate shooting angles and prevent
reading errors arising from incorrect camera angles during testing, the high-speed video
camera’s lens was initially oriented horizontally on the collision material platform. Subse-
quently, the 3Cr13 steel plate was secured onto the collision material platform, as depicted
in Figure 9b. Following this, the platform for dropping bark samples was set to a height of
350 mm. The rubber bark drop sample was released freely from this platform, horizontally
colliding with the 3Cr13 steel plate and rebounding to a specific height. A high-speed video
camera (Japan Photron Mini AX200 Ultra High Sensitivity High Speed Camera purchased
from Chengdu Guangna Technology Co.) was employed to record the sample at a frame
rate of 600 fps. The entire movement of the rubber bark drop sample was recorded using
a high-speed camera (Photron Mini AX200) at a shooting speed of 600 fps, as depicted in
Figure 10a. Concurrently, the photographs were imported into the computer in real-time
to determine the maximum rebound height of the rubber bark drop sample following
its collision with the 3Cr13 steel plate. For the collision recovery test involving rubber
bark-to-rubber bark interactions, sheet rubber bark sourced from natural rubber forests
was affixed to the collision material platform, as illustrated in Figure 9c. Subsequently, the
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remaining procedures were replicated as described earlier (Figure 10b). Ten separate data
sets were tested and subsequently averaged. The tested results are presented in Table 3.
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Table 3. Determination of the collision recovery coefficient of natural rubber bark.

Serial Number

Natural Rubber Bark with 3Cr13 Steel Natural Rubber Bark–Natural Rubber Bark

Drop
Height/mm

Maximum
Rebound

Height/mm

Collision
Recovery

Factor

Drop
Height/mm

Maximum
Rebound

Height/mm

Collision
Recovery

Factor

1 350 27 0.278 350 23 0.256
2 350 25 0.267 350 21 0.245
3 350 32 0.302 350 25 0.267
4 350 28 0.283 350 23 0.256
5 350 31 0.298 350 28 0.283
6 350 29 0.288 350 21 0.245
7 350 34 0.312 350 26 0.273
8 350 27 0.278 350 24 0.262
9 350 33 0.307 350 26 0.273
10 350 31 0.298 350 22 0.251

Average value 0.291 Average value 0.261
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2.1.5. Calibration of the Coefficient of Friction of Natural Rubber Bark Skin

The coefficient of friction quantifies the ratio of friction between two material surfaces
and the vertical force exerted on one of the surfaces. This ratio is influenced by the
roughness of the material surfaces and is independent of the contact area between the two
materials. Depending on the nature of motion, the coefficient of friction can be classified
into static friction coefficient and dynamic friction coefficient.

Prior to measurement, ten healthy rubber trees from the natural rubber forest were
chosen. We collected rubber bark using our team’s developed progressive rubber cutter,
which intelligently profiles the natural rubber. This process involved removing dried
rubber lumps from the surface of the bark samples, as depicted in Figure 11. Within this
section, we determined the static and dynamic friction coefficients between rubber bark
and 3Cr13 steel, as well as between natural rubber bark samples. These measurements
were conducted using the ZOT-6027 friction coefficient tester with an accuracy of 0.001, as
shown in Figure 12.
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To measure the dynamic and static friction coefficients between natural rubber bark
and 3Cr13 steel, we initially secured the 3Cr13 steel onto the horizontal test platform of the
friction coefficient tester. Next, we placed the acquired rubber bark samples beneath the
corresponding slider of the instrument. Subsequently, we conducted the friction coefficient
test at a speed of 100 mm/min with a 60 mm moving distance, as illustrated in Figure 13a.
After completing the test, we generated a printout of the test data. Following the completion
of the test, we printed the test data. Each rubber bark sample underwent the test twice,
resulting in a total of 20 sets of test data. We calculated the average values to determine
the dynamic and static coefficients of friction between the rubber bark and 3Cr13 steel.
In measuring the coefficients of static and dynamic friction between natural rubber bark
samples, we affixed the natural rubber bark onto the horizontal test platform of the friction
coefficient tester, as shown in Figure 13b. We then repeated the aforementioned steps
to determine the coefficients of static and dynamic friction between natural rubber bark
samples. The coefficient of friction values between rubber bark and 3Cr13 steel, as well as
between natural rubber bark samples, are presented in Table 4.
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Table 4. Measurements of the coefficient of friction of natural rubber bark.

Makings Coefficient of Static
Friction

Coefficient of Kinetic
Friction

Natural Rubber Bark–3Cr13 Steel 0.651 0.515
Natural Rubber Bark–Natural

Rubber Bark 1.338 0.841

3. Results and Analysis
3.1. Discrete Elemental Modeling of Natural Rubber Bark

The discrete element model incorporates the Hertz–Mindlin with bonding model,
enabling simulation of the material crushing and fracture resulting from small particle
bonding. The sand bark cortex of natural rubber bark primarily consists of particles, and
the presence of internal emulsion tubes imparts adhesive properties, akin to the natural
rubber bark cut by a rubber knife. Thus, in this section, we employ the Hertz–Mindlin with
bonding model to construct a discrete element model of natural rubber bark, and we define
the corresponding bonding parameters based on literature [28], presented in Table 5.

Table 5. Natural rubber bark Hertz–Mindlin with bonding model bonding parameters.

Project Parameters Parameter Values

Normal stiffness factor (N/m3) 3.8175 × 109

Tangential stiffness factor (N/m3) 2.2269 × 109

Critical normal stress (MPa) 1.3379
Critical tangential stress (MPa) 3.622

The bark of the natural rubber tree comprises distinct layers: rough bark, outer sandy
bark, inner sandy bark, yellow bark, water bladder bark, and the formation layer. Rough
bark constitutes approximately 8% of the total thickness, sandy bark comprises roughly
80%, and yellow bark constitutes around 7%. The combined thickness of the water blad-
der skin and the formation layer is merely 5%, making it almost negligible. To sustain
continuous rubber production from the natural rubber tree, the layers of bark, starting
from the rough to the yellow, must be selectively removed during tapping. While the
physical structure of rubber bark is complex, and its components exhibit anisotropic be-
havior, accurately modeling its true properties presents a formidable challenge. In both
domestic and international studies, anisotropy is often approximated as isotropy. Thus,
due to current constraints in personnel, materials, and time, we have temporarily adopted
an isotropic representation of rubber bark for this study. With the EDEM 2018 software, the
rubber tree trunk was modeled as a standard cylinder with a reference circumference of
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C = 741 mm, resulting in a discrete element model of the rubber trunk with a diameter of
118 mm. For the purpose of simplifying calculations, enhancing the speed of discrete ele-
ment model construction, and improving later simulation efficiency, we removed the inner
cortex section of the rubber bark that does not participate in rubber cutting. Subsequently,
we constructed a discrete element model of the rubber bark with a ring-like structure. Using
research findings on the physical properties and contact characteristics of natural rubber
bark (Table 6) as a basis, we utilized the particle factory plug-in to set the particle radius
at 2 mm. Typically, the bonding radius of particles is 1.1–2 times their radius; we selected
2.5 mm for this parameter. With a dynamic particle generation rate of 5000 particles per
second, we established a total of 120,000 particles in the discrete metamodel of natural
rubber bark (Figure 14).

Table 6. Table of simulation parameters for the discrete elemental model of natural rubber bark.

Project Categorization Retrieve a Value

Densities/kg·m−3 Natural Rubber Bark Pellets 1230
cutter 7900

Poisson’s ratio
Natural Rubber Bark 0.379

cutter 0.3

Modulus of elasticity/MPa Natural Rubber Bark 18.19
cutter 2.06 × 105

Crash recovery factor Natural rubber bark–Cutter 0.291
Natural rubber bark–Natural rubber Bark 0.261

Coefficient of static friction
Natural rubber bark–Cutter 0.651

Natural rubber bark-Natural rubber bark 1.340

Coefficient of kinetic friction
Natural rubber bark–Cutter 0.515

Natural rubber bark–Natural rubber bark 0.841
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3.2. Parameter Calibration and Model Validation

To ascertain the reliability and accuracy of the discrete element model for natural
rubber bark, we conducted both simulation tests and real tests (Figures 15 and 16) for shear
and compression. This allowed us to compare the simulated test curves with their real
counterparts, analyzing trends and relative stress errors. This comprehensive approach con-
firms the established model’s accuracy and reliability. This aims to validate the established
model’s accuracy and reliability. Using the EDEM post-processing module, we derived and
compared the shear force and compression force over time curves with the real test curves,
as depicted in Figure 17.
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Figure 17a illustrates that both the simulation and real shear force with time exhibit
an initial growth followed by a decrease. Specifically, from 0 to 150 s, the shear force
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demonstrates nearly linear growth. Between 150 and 200 s, fluctuations occur due to the
rubber bark reaching its peak shear force, causing structural damage. During 200 to 285 s,
the shear force displays a declining trend. This comparative analysis indicates significant
similarity between the simulation and real shear tests in terms of the overall trend. The
maximum shear forces recorded during shearing were 192.5 N and 188.6 N, with a relative
error of only 2.1%.

Figure 17b reveals that both simulation and real compression forces initially increase,
then decrease, briefly increase again, and eventually stabilize. The compression force
remains nearly constant from 0 to 45 s. Between 45 and 85 s, both simulation and real
compression forces increased, but the shear force decreased between 85 and 86 s. This
decrease is primarily due to the rubber bark reaching its compressive limit, leading to
structural damage and an abrupt drop in compression force, resulting in a brief downward
trend in the curves. Between 86 and 94 s, both simulation and real compression forces
continued to rise, while between 94 and 100 s, these forces remained relatively stable. This
stability occurred because the rubber bark’s structure had been entirely compromised by
this stage. The results indicate a striking similarity in the overall compression force trends
over time between the simulated and real compression tests. The critical compression
forces are 25.7 kN and 26.2 kN, respectively, with a mere 1.9% relative error between
them. In summary, the simulation tests for shear and compression, along with the physical
test results, exhibit a small relative error, confirming the reliability and accuracy of the
established discrete element model for natural rubber bark. This model closely aligns with
the mechanical and physical properties of real rubber bark, making it a suitable tool for
characterizing actual rubber bark in relevant simulation tests.

4. Discussion

In field mechanized rubber cutting, the “L” cutter (Figure 18a) is commonly employed
to cut along the pre-existing cutting line on the rubber tree. This line comprises solely two
cutting surfaces: the lower surface and the inner side of the flow line. Yet, during the EDEM
discrete element simulation test, modeling rubber bark that includes the open cutting line
necessitates the creation of numerous discrete element particle models with varying trajec-
tory inclinations. This process is both time-consuming and inefficient. Thus, the discrete
element model created to represent the intact natural rubber bark, i.e., uncut, replicates
the same two cutting surfaces found in field mechanized rubber cutting. Additionally, it
incorporates a rubber flow line on the upper surface of the cutting area. Consequently, it
becomes necessary to establish a “U-shaped” simulation of the rubber knife equipped with
three blades.
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Figure 18. Actual cutter and simulation test cutter models. (a) Actual cutter. (b) Simulation test
cutter model.

We generated a 3D model of the cutter, matching the dimensions of the real cutter,
using SolidWorks 2019 (Figure 18b). Subsequently, we imported this model into the
EDEM2018 software in Parasolid format.
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To determine the optimal cutting angle for the rubber cutter, aiming to minimize shear
force, and to analyze its cutting performance at various angles, we conducted a one-factor
discrete element simulation test on the rubber cutter. Referring to the “Rubber Tree Cutting
Technical Regulations” by the Chinese Academy of Tropical Agricultural Sciences, we
determined that cutting angles between 25◦ and 30◦ are optimal for male knife rubber
cutting. In this study, we evaluated the shear force values of the rubber cutter at cutting
angles ranging from 25◦ to 30◦ to determine the optimal cutting angle for rubber cutting.

The simulation test, illustrated in Figure 19, reveals the bond-breaking process among
rubber bark particles. At 0 s (Figure 19a), the rubber cutting knife is positioned at the
designated starting point, yet to initiate cutting of the natural rubber bark. Figure 19b–f
depict the bond-breaking progression during the initial 5 s of rubber cutting. These figures
demonstrate that, during the cutting process, the rubber cutter’s extrusion leads to the
scattering fracture of particle bonding bonds in the forward direction of the cutter, centered
around its blade. Consequently, we recorded shear force values at each time node and
calculated their average over the simulation period. The results are presented in Table 7.
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Table 7. Average shear force values for each cutting angle of the rubber cutter.

Cutting angle/◦ 25 25.5 26 26.5 27 27.5 28 28.5 29 29.5 30
Average shear value/N 91.70 92.15 95.23 96.18 96.83 95.41 91.56 87.79 85.12 84.56 88.45

The results presented above underwent curve fitting via the quadratic Fourier fitting,
as illustrated in Figure 20. This process was undertaken to derive the curve-fitted equations
representing the average shear values corresponding to various cutting angles of the
glue cutter.

y = a0 + a1× cos(x× w) + b1× sin(x× w) + a2× cos(2 × x× w) + b2× sin(2 × x× w) (8)

where
a0 = 117.7 with 95% confidence bounds (12.63, 222.7);
a1 = −36.01 with 95% confidence bounds (−364.3, 292.3);
b1 = −18.22 with 95% confidence bounds (−322, 285.6);
a2 = 14.33 with 95% confidence bounds (−279.1, 307.7);
b2 = 12.71 with 95% confidence bounds (−240.8, 266.2);
w = 0.4774 with 95% confidence bounds (0.108, 0.8468).
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The residual sum of squares is 0.7373, R2 is 0.9923, and the root mean square error
is 0.384, which indicates a good fit for the model. Referring to Figure 20, we observe that
the fitted Equation (8) exhibits a monotonically decreasing and then increasing pattern
within the range of (27◦, 30◦). In this interval, the equation yields a very small value of
84.345 N, corresponding to a cutting angle of 29.294◦. This analysis leads us to conclude
that the optimal cutting angle for the rubber cutter is 29.294◦. We assessed power con-
sumption and the initial 5 min discharge volume as evaluation indices for measuring the
power consumption of rubber cutting across various cutting angles of the rubber cutting
knife. After conducting extensive statistical analyses based on field rubber-cutting tests
in the forest (Figure 21), the results, presented in Table 8, demonstrate that when rubber
cutting occurs at the optimal cutting angle, power consumption is 0.96 W-h, and the initial
5 min discharge volume is 6.53 mL. This optimization reduces the power consumption of
the intelligent natural rubber cutting equipment by approximately 15% and extends the
equipment’s usage time by about 20%.
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Table 8. Average power consumption of 5 cuts with different cutting angles of the cutter and the
amount of rubber discharged in the first 5 min.

Cutting angle/◦ 25 25.5 26 26.5 27 27.5 28 28.5 29 29.294 29.5 30
Average power consumption/W·h 1.36 1.38 1.45 1.51 1.55 1.47 1.32 1.16 1.08 0.96 0.99 1.24
First 5 min rubber discharge/mL 5.52 5.64 5.77 5.83 5.95 6.12 6.25 6.37 6.48 6.53 6.57 6.61

5. Conclusions

1. This paper is based on tests conducted in the natural rubber test forest area at
Hainan University Danzhou. The natural rubber bark exhibited an average density of
1.23 g/cm3, a Poisson’s ratio of 0.379, an average modulus of elasticity of 18.09 MPa,
and a shear modulus of 6.56 MPa. Additionally, the average collision recovery coeffi-
cient between natural rubber bark and 3Cr13 steel was 0.291, with dynamic and static
friction coefficients of 0.515 and 0.651, respectively. The average collision recovery
coefficient among natural rubber bark was 0.261, with dynamic and static friction
coefficients of 0.841 and 1.338, respectively.

2. We employed the discrete element method to create a model of natural rubber bark
using the Hertz–Mindlin bonding contact model. After parameter calibration and
model validation, we conducted a one-factor simulation test involving 11 different
types of natural rubber bark, each with cutting angles ranging from 25◦ to 30◦. We
employed quadratic Fourier fitting to analyze the average shear force values obtained
from the simulation for each cutting angle. The results revealed the minimum average
shear force value of the rubber cutter in the [25◦, 30◦] range was 84.345 N, occurring
at a cutting angle of 29.294◦. This implies that rubber cutting at this angle offers low
resistance, reducing power consumption.

3. We employed the average power consumption and the initial 5 min rubber discharge
volume as evaluation criteria for assessing rubber-cutting power consumption. After
conducting numerous statistical analyses on field rubber-cutting tests in the forest, we
found that the average power consumption for rubber cutting at a 29.294◦ angle was
0.96 W·h, with a rubber discharge volume of 6.53 mL within the first 5 min. These
findings hold significant importance for optimizing natural rubber intelligent cutting
equipment and its key components.
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